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Abstract 
The problems of virtual reality assume a special actuality nowadays in the culture and in the philosophical approaches. The 
modern philosophy is firmly connected with the linguistic and sign problematic. The virtual reality is analyzed as special 
space and time, in which ontological and gnosiological problems acquire a particular perception. The research of virtual 
reality as complicated and multilevel text, as the sign system, can fix different ontological layers. The analysis of virtual space 
and its certain phenomena (such as “phenomena of iconic presence”, “the symbolism of identification”, and “the effect of 
ontological insufficiency”) can be realized from semiotic and philosophy of sign position. The revelation of such phenomena 
can help to develop the approach of analysis of ontological problems, the problems of virtual space and time, the problems of 
cyberspace. Moreover, the semiotic analysis of social relations, which are being modified with the appearance of virtual 
space, can help us to describe the semiotic, phenomenology and pragmatics “ I - We” relations. 
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Introduction  
The problems of virtual reality assume a special actuality nowadays in the culture and in the 
philosophical approaches. The modern philosophy is firmly connected with the linguistic and sign problematic. 
The virtual reality is analyzed by scientists and philosophers  as special space and time, in which ontological and 
gnosiological problems acquire a particular perception. 
As you know, nowadays the information technology is quickly developing. The phenomenon of virtual 
reality is closely connected with the development of information technology, which we understand as a special 
phenomenon, information and communication space, at the same time the ontological space and time, penetrating 
into the real world. 
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Background 
Nowadays the multimedia technology which uses visual, auditory and tactile principles of human 
interaction is quickly developing. 
On the one hand, this is due to the desire to achieve comfort in people’s daily work. On the other hand, 
the development of information technology in general and multimedia technologies in particular demonstrates the 
importance of perceptual aspects in the perception of the world. 
In addition to reinforcing the importance of perceptual factors in everyday life, there is an increase of the 
interest for these phenomena in theory. Little by little there is a loss in terms of importance for hermeneutical 
approaches to the humanity studies (Sontag (1966)), which are traditionally focused on the extraction of the sense 
and on the work with theoretical constructs, "correlates" of certain segments of reality. In increasing the interest 
to the perceptual components of human experience (of self-knowledge, culture) (Latour (1993) Gumbreht(2004)), 
without which true non-reduction cultural understanding is impossible. 
Multimedia technologies, which provide the opportunity to work with video and audio materials become 
some kind of representation of an opportunity to contact with the real and virtual worlds. In itself, the constitution 
of virtual reality in human consciousness requires attention to the means of implementation of this contact. We 
refer to hardware and software which are directed to the production of "simulacra" of virtual reality. 
  
Purpose of Study 
As we said, we preserve the semiotic approach and interpret virtual reality as a complex symbolic 
universe, created with the help of modern information technology. The semiotic approach in the analysis of 
virtual reality seems relevant and promising, because this approach treats virtual reality as a system of signs. The 
sign itself (especially in treatments that do not consider the linguistic sign as a standard principle of semiosis) 
replaces the designated object in whole or in part. Virtual reality is a substitute of actual reality in different ways. 
In some ways, these relationships are sketchy (for example a conventional sign of human presence in the social 
network), and in some ways these relations are trying to achieve perceptual similarity, and are sent to the real 
world (computer games with a maximum presence of physical and mental qualities). Let’s examine some of the 
effects associated with virtual reality based on the semiotic approach. 
 
Sources of Evidence 
Within the pragmatist semiotics conception we can mark out the iconic type of the sign. Iconic sign 
copies designated item on the various parameters of the natural similarity. Referring to information technology, 
we can say that the phenomenon of "iconic presence" of the person in the virtual world is actualized. Many 
programs, computer games allow you to create the possibility of the presence of the human body in the virtual 
space with the help of special devices which are influencing on the senses and through which a person can deeply 
enter a virtual narrative. Means of communication try as well to reproduce the image of communicating people, 
thus increasing the effect of the presence. The software that uses anthropomorphic elements of interaction with 
the user is increasing. Most clearly these phenomena manifest in the field of multimedia technology. Modern 
multimedia technologies fix lack of perceptual experience, lack of experience of understanding the culture. This 
applies to a variety of projects for the development of virtual museums, creating computer games, interactive 
cinema. In these events the person has an opportunity to come into contact with the fantasy world. Here we have 
the phenomenon of ontological lack or ontological discontinuity and fragmentation of all human beings. 
Multimedia technologies allow us compensate the lack of the fullness of life of the modern man and to identify 
ways to non-hermeneutic self-representation. 
In addition to the effect of iconic presence we can mark out the effect of "identification symbolism", 
which is associated with the presence of the man in the virtual space in those characteristics, which are designed 
by the man himself and caused by different codes: behavioural, ethical, aesthetic. Principles of function and 
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presence in virtual space are also governed by certain rules and codes. Very often, the person limits his 
representation in the virtual space. For example, in a situation of social networking, members of the network are 
hidden behind computer "nicknames." In this situation, the person turns into a sign, as a kind of mixture of 
semiotic correlation and cross semiotic codes. It reveals the contradiction between an attempt to iconic presence 
and at the same time it escapes to the semiotic quasi cyberspace. It should be said that in the identification 
symbolism we can find the begging of communication. So, in the first half of the 20th century with the 
development of telephone contact it became possible to communicate with people without direct physical co-
presence. The interlocutor had to deal not with a real person, but only with the voice. So the man turned into 
some kind of simulacrum. This process began to gain a large scale, and now we are dealing with modern 
technologies that allow people to communicate using audio and video equipment.  Moreover, the messages left in 
social networks, e-mail are not always perceived by the recipient in time.  
 
Main Argument 
It is known that communication demands a special semiotic space and time. Gadamer (1975) talks about 
the true hermeneutic dialogue and wrote about the need for a special medial communication environment, some 
kind of a space-time continuum dialogue. In our view, to create opportunities and conditions in which such a 
dialogue can take place, we should take in attention the time factor, which is very important as finding the time 
for dialogue. A man tries to put aside his other affairs and be completely deep in the conversation. In the modern 
world of social networking this is becoming less important. It is due to many people, communicating with friends 
and colleagues, at the same time can do other things and it does not always allow them to gain a better 
understanding, so communication can have a relaxing nature. The man feels much responsibility for the words, 
without direct contact, that’s why it is not always possible to say what can be said face to face. 
The expulsion of the human from the situations of direct communication and interaction in the wider 
socio-philosophical way – is the fruit of the era of information technology. It is possible that in the future we 
shall witness an increase of the tendencies of replacement of the human body by various substitutes, which will 
lead to a different understanding of human identity and can seriously change the future world. In this case, 
common space and time communication and collaboration within cyberspace is destroyed. Therefore, the social 
relations of authors in cyberspace are modified. 
The participants of cyber-discussion of different issues in the virtual space, use semiotic ways of 
interaction. The appear some changes in the character of "I-We" relationship described by Schutz (1976). It 
allows the transformation of man into a complex sign. That means the total of qualities and characteristics. In fact 
it often happens in the work process of PR - technologies, when specialists create a particular image of political 
figure or of any product. Virtual space is a kind of factory for the production and consumption of semiotic 
images, which are spread in the virtual space of social interaction. 
 
 Conclusions 
Thus, the virtual reality is specified space of the display of the different semiotic effects. These effects 
allow us to understand the deep tendencies in the life of the modern man on the ontological level, to fix the fact 
that relations of the sign reveals the essential structural features of the human presence in virtual reality. 
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